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“�Ask�yourself�how�confident�you�are�that�you�
can�produce�an�answer�that�you�trust”
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welcome to issue 52 
of INTERFACE

Turning challenges into opportunities is more important than 
ever when times are tough – and it’s a theme running through 
many of the articles in this edition of Interface.

The so-called ‘lipstick effect’ applies and some products flourish, 
even in an economic downturn, as consumers turn to life’s little 
luxuries to provide the feel-good factor at an affordable cost. 
Technology has much to offer comfort-hungry consumers – with 
significant competitive advantage to be gained.

It’s vital, though, to design for cost right from the start of a 
product’s development. This is true whatever the times, good 
or tough – nobody wants to throw away money. But it takes on 
a new importance when consumers are watching every penny.

On the subject of persuading people to part with their cash, how 
does a start-up company convince investors to help turn their 
bright idea into a warehouse full of breakthrough products? We 
have used our approach to product development to ‘de-risk’ start-
up funding rounds, and that is described herein.

This issue also takes a look at the challenges of making 
corporate acquisitions in unstable markets, and how a clear 
vision and sound strategic insight can help firms position 
themselves for the eventual upturn as the economy moves into 
a higher gear.

I hope you find value and enjoyment in the pages that follow.

Brian Moon, CEO – spring 2012



“ NICE MAgAzINE, BUT WHAT 
ExACTly DO YOU DO?”
When we put Interface together, the last thing we ever 
want is for it to become just another piece of ‘corporate 
litter’! However, in the past, this has led to comments of 
“nice magazine, but what exactly do you do?”

WEll, IN shORT, WE hElp pEOplE AChIEvE gREAT 
ThINgs WITh TEChNOlOgy. 

Yes, we offer technology consulting, as the company name 
in part suggests. But the majority of our work involves 
developing absolutely brilliant products for clients across 
a whole range of markets. And with half a century of 
experience behind us, we have the knack of being able to 
do it in double quick time. 

Naturally, we employ some of the sharpest minds in 
the industry, and you can only imagine how pioneering 
these people are when you put them in one room with a 
problem to solve.

To find out more, why not have a look at our website?  
Or simply get in touch.

The Editor



NEWs
Design projects  
win through to  
meDical ‘OsCARs’ 
As Interface went to press, the ‘Oscars’ of the medical world were about to be staged in 
Philadelphia – with two of our design projects making it into the finals. The Medical Design 
Excellence Awards (MDEA) are the premier awards in the global medical technology industry.

We were involved in two out of the six finalists in the category of ‘general hospital devices 
and therapeutic products’ – the TOBI Podhaler, manufactured by Novartis, and the Combitide 
Starhaler manufactured by Sun Pharmaceutical Industries.

MDEA entries are evaluated on the basis of their design and engineering features – including 
innovative use of materials, user-related functions that improve healthcare delivery and change 
traditional medical attitudes or practices, and features that provide new benefits to patients.

The judging panel also looks at the ability of the product development team to overcome 
design and engineering challenges so that the product meets its clinical objectives.

the Drive for  
competitive eDge
Innovative engineering has enabled us to give Armour Automotive a competitive 
edge when it comes to the next generation of Bluetooth car kits.

The new iO Talk2 and iO Play2 kits – designed for professional retrofit – offer 
superior functionality and audio quality at a highly competitive price point.

They connect to Bluetooth-enabled smartphones, MP3 players and satnavs for 
conducting phone calls and playing music – and are the only kits of their kind to offer 
simultaneous connection of two devices without losing functionality on either of them.

Using our extensive Bluetooth expertise, we were able to deliver all the connectivity 
through a single Bluetooth chip, which reduced component costs significantly. This 
meant Armour could invest in higher sound quality and additional features.

“We approached Cambridge Consultants for this project because of its background 
in both Bluetooth technology and understanding what it takes to create a radically 
innovative consumer product,” said George Dexter, Chief Executive of Armour Group.



satellite  
for All
Wireless technology has had a huge impact on everyday life for millions of people. The 
majority of us in developed or developing regions live in areas with good wireless coverage via 
cellular and other mainstream systems. So you could be forgiven for thinking it’s just a matter 
of time before everyone is reliably connected, given the rate at which wireless is evolving 
around the globe. The reality, though, is more stark. With mainstream technologies like cellular 
covering less than 10% of the globe, this leaves great swathes of the planet untouched. 
However, if the majority of those areas aren’t populated, then surely that doesn’t matter?
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Unfortunately, our hunger for ‘always-on’ connectivity, 
combined with an increasing desire to control and monitor 
what goes on around us, means this is no longer the 
case. Remote workers in deserts, lorry drivers crossing 
continents, mariners in the middle of the ocean, even 
hikers in the wilderness all now look for the same services 
they access at home.

Sceptics might dismiss such services as luxuries. But 
for people who spend considerable time in remote 
destinations, the ability to communicate can easily be 
justifi ed as more than a luxury – and, in some cases, 
a lifesaver.

So is this an argument for global cellular coverage? As 
you might guess, it is not. Instead, it is to set the scene 
to introduce the often misunderstood and underestimated 
wireless technology that is low earth orbit (LEO) satellite. 
Surely a niche technology for a select few? Well, actually 
not. It is now beginning to see major uptake and the trend 
is accelerating.

A rising star in this area is Iridium Communications Inc, 
owner of a satellite constellation providing 100% coverage 
of the earth. Being a LEO system, the satellites are just 
480 miles above the earth, leading to low voice delay and 
data latency – unlike geostationary alternatives 21,500 
miles higher. With more than 500,000 subscribers 
worldwide, Iridium has very defi nitely begun to break out 
of niche markets.  

It’s doing this in a variety of ways, including ongoing 
enhancement of its satellite modem technology. Engaging 
Cambridge Consultants, Iridium has been able to 
miniaturise to a point where a modem for data applications 
(the Iridium 9602) is now the size of a matchbox. This, 
coupled with simple interfaces to the outside world, has led 
to a strikingly rapid adoption of the product. Already, more 
than 100 companies have signed partnership agreements 
to integrate the 9602 module into their products. A 
notable example is the DeLorme inReach – a personal 
communicator with two-way messaging, global coverage 
and an Android interface. Built around the 9602, inReach 
is one of the fi rst of a new generation of outdoor leisure 
products priced squarely for the consumer market.

So Iridium is convincingly breaking into larger markets, 
with both satellite-only and hybrid products. Time will 
tell how far this can be taken but, with the advent of 
this growth and on the brink of launching a new satellite 
network, Iridium is certainly a company to watch.

Richard.Traherne@CambridgeConsultants.com

a hEAlThy future for 
Data-Driven companies?
Established players in the consumer goods and 
medical sectors face the threat of losing their market 
positions to a new generation of algorithm-driven 
companies as the two sectors continue to converge.

That’s according to a Cambridge Consultants report which 
predicts the future for the consumer goods and healthcare 
industries in an era of increasingly personalised health and 
wellness products. The report – The Business of Health & 
Wellness: Engaging Consumers and Making Money – was 
developed from a workshop hosted in Cambridge, MA, 
and attended by delegates from industry leaders including 
Adidas, Colgate Palmolive, Sony, Unilever, Qualcomm 
Incorporated and Pepsico. Delegates believed the most 
disruption in this space will come from medical technology 
being moved into the consumer space.

“There are incredible opportunities for companies able 
to capitalise on the vast amount of health information 
already available, consolidating it into personalised 
recommendations – just as Google has come to drive what 
we see and even purchase online,” said Duncan Smith, 
Head of Product Development at Cambridge Consultants.

The report explores two key points of view around 
successful revenue models: one, that profi t will be driven 
by reimbursement for solutions demonstrating a reduction 
in healthcare costs; two, that success will lie in directly 
targeting consumers and engaging them in improving their 
own health and well-being. Both views come together 
around the prediction that healthcare will become 
increasingly personalised, moving away from treatment 
to lifestyle management – with consumer education as a 
critical driver in the new market. 

The full report is available online at 
www.cambridgeconsultants.com/news_pr312.html

Duncan.smith@CambridgeConsultants.com
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LIFE’S LITTLE 
LUXURIES
Even in tough economic times, some products flourish – as consumers 
turn to little luxuries to provide the feel-good factor at relatively low cost. 
The way the economy is at the moment, I’m not likely to go out and buy 
the latest top-of-the-range Tv. But I’m happy to treat myself to a highly-
priced but tasty cappuccino – and the five minutes of calm associated 
with drinking it.

I’m not alone – it’s a phenomenon called the lipstick effect. The term was coined in 
the 1930s when it was noticed that sales of lipstick were buoyant despite the Great 
Depression. But it’s not limited to lipstick. In the current economic downturn, for example, 
UK retailers have reported strong sales of cosmetics generally – while premium beers are 
performing better than cheaper lagers, and the market for expensive cigars is on the rise. 
And eating in is the new eating out – so some types of food are selling very well.

The technology community has much to offer comfort-hungry consumers in times of 
austerity. The consumption of even basic consumer goods is a multi-sensory experience 
that is as much about the delivery or application of the product as the product itself. How 
the make-up feels to put on, how fantastic the coffee smells, how the head of the beer 
looks – they’re all as important as the ‘primary’ sensation of the product. This means there 
is huge scope for innovation in the packaging and dispensing of the product to make it 
much more of a premium experience – and significant competitive advantage to be gained 
by brands that consumers realise are delivering the little luxury they crave.

There are therefore lots of opportunities in product categories which are currently 
commoditised – where consumers have low expectations of a better experience but where 
there is huge value to be added. We spotted one recently – the miserable experience tea 
drinkers have in coffee shops. They stand in line and watch as their coffee-drinking fellow 
customers are treated to a personal ‘barista experience’. When it’s their turn, they are 
presented with a mug of hot water and a soggy bag on a string. 

We built a prototype called TeaTotal to bring a sense of excitement, theatre and, above all, 
value to the retail tea experience. It’s based on a novel piece of technology that meets this 
consumer need for engagement and quality while giving the retailer what they need - in 
this case, fast throughput. We’d done some research and created a method of brewing tea 
that in taste tests was as good as traditional pot-brewed tea – yet it could be done in the 
time it takes to make a cappuccino. 

So it’s well worth thinking about taking something ordinary – like a cup of tea – and 
turning it into something special. Technology has the potential to help all of us enjoy life’s 
little luxuries.

Duncan.smith@CambridgeConsultants.com
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OlD DOg – NEW TRICKs …
Drug delivery devices today are designed very much with the patient in mind. We use 
human factors engineering throughout the design process – initially to identify the 
user’s needs and then to check that the device is as simple and intuitive as possible.
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But it wasn’t always like that – there are many devices around 
which have been marketed for decades and are firm favourites 
of patients and healthcare professionals alike. Yet they aren’t 
always as ‘user friendly’ as they seem – they were developed and 
launched years before the US Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) defined requirements for reducing user errors.

The metered dose inhaler (MDI) is one such device. Originally 
marketed in the mid-1950s, the MDI is one of the most widely 
prescribed devices today, thanks to its simple and intuitive 
method of use. The idea is that the user begins inhaling and 
presses the canister to release the drug into their inhalation 
path. Unfortunately, these ‘simple’ steps are often not carried 
out correctly. Research indicates that 80% of patients don’t use 
the right technique and are therefore at risk of not receiving the 
therapeutic benefit they require to treat their condition. 

MDIs are widely prescribed around the world. Their low part 
count, ease of manufacture and established drug containment 
technology make them prime candidates for a cheap device. 
When this is coupled with their perceived ease of use, it’s easy to 
see why they continue to be prescribed, decade after decade, to 
patients of all demographics.

But despite this faith in MDIs, numerous studies have shown that 
patients struggle to use the device correctly. They find it difficult 
to co-ordinate their inhalation with the timing of actuation of the 
canister – often inhaling too late after the drug has been emitted 
or inhaling too early, both of which can result in the deposition 
of the drug at the back of the throat and a wasted dose. Patients 
also struggle to inhale at the correct flow rate for the device and 
even neglect to shake the inhaler before use.

The technique which is taught to patients seems to be 
inconsistent, with varied and sometimes opposing instructions 
given. YouTube is filled with instruction videos from healthcare 
professionals, MDI users and healthcare authorities, viewed tens 
of thousands of times by those who are presumably unclear on 
how to correctly administer a dose from their device and seeking 
further instruction. The issues surrounding correct use of an MDI 
are so prevalent that spacer devices have been developed to use 
alongside inhalers to try to correct users’ poor technique. But 
although they offer a possible treatment for the problem, they do 
not address the poor technique at the root of the issue, which 
could be attributed to the training method.

More than £61 million is spent each year on emergency 
admissions for asthma in the UK alone, with a child being 
admitted for this reason every 17 minutes. And in the US, on 
average, more than three Americans go to the emergency room 

every minute due to asthma attacks. So we decided it was time 
to address the poor technique often associated with MDIs. We 
design new devices to fully incorporate the user’s needs. But 
what about the devices which are already on the market? Is it 
possible to teach an old dog new tricks?

Developed in-house at Cambridge Consultants, the T-Haler 
training device was conceived to reduce the percentage of misuse 
so often observed with the MDI by addressing poor technique. 
The simple training device provides engaging and interactive 
feedback during use to inform the patient of their technique 
and coach them to improve it. As the MDI is likely to remain 
unchanged and on the market for many years to come, we were 
able to apply our device development skills to produce a training 
device which would complement the MDI and could be used 
alongside it.

The T-Haler is identical in form to a standard MDI, consisting of a 
plastic actuator body which houses a canister. In a standard MDI, 
the canister would hold the drug or placebo with a propellant. 
The canister in the T-Haler instead houses a combination of 
hardware, software, sensing technology and wireless technology, 
developed using our in-house expertise in these areas to create a 
training device with electronic functionality.

The T-Haler device links wirelessly with purpose-built, interactive 
software which monitors how a patient uses their device and 
provides real-time feedback via an interactive video ‘game’. 
Users get instant visual feedback on their performance and 
T-Haler informs them of the areas that need improvement, with 
suggestions for what to do.

To substantiate the T-Haler as a training aid which could improve 
poor MDI technique, a study of more than 50 healthy people 
was conducted by Cambridge Consultants. We compared the 
technique of the users before and after three minutes of use of 
the T-Haler and its interactive software. Prior to training with the 
T-Haler, the success rate of the participants was in the low 20% 
range, similar to many other studies carried out. With as little as 
three minutes’ training, the success rate more than doubled to 
over 66%. Importantly, not only was the success rate increased 
immediately after training, it was still over 55% one week later.

Although the MDI is firmly established as a drug delivery device, 
we have used our design and development expertise to address 
some of the issues with it. Future drug delivery devices will follow 
the FDA’s guidelines to ensure they are as intuitive as possible for 
users. But, for the MDI, it seems that learning new tricks may be 
an answer to the old problem.

Kate.Farrell@CambridgeConsultants.com
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Our phased approach to product development tackles 
the tough technical challenges first – there is little point 
spending time and money on ‘turnkey’ engineering when 
the core technology might not work. And through our work 
with a variety of start-ups – and by spinning out our own 
companies – we have seen how this phased approach can 
do more than just test technology.

As investors assess whether your idea is the next big thing at 
each funding stage – from seed funding with angel investors 
to A and B rounds with venture capitalists – they are working 
out the financial risk. There are lots of factors but there is a 
common set of questions often asked – including will it work, 
will it sell and how many can be made?

Bathtub to Warehouse is a guide, built on our recent 
experience, to what these key questions are and how 
this phased approach helps answer them. Here are some 
highlights to whet your appetite:

PICTURES
To help you get over that first hurdle of securing some money 
so you can start the development, creating some images of 
what the product could look like is an obvious first step. But 
other simple pictures will further reinforce your idea and 
answer some of the questions. Painting a picture of the target 
consumer is important – creating story boards that describe 
the gap in the market and how the user would interact with 
the product all help build up the product idea in the investors’ 
imagination.  And, from a technical point of view, these are a 
useful input to a formal requirement specification.

DEMONSTRATORS
If a picture is worth a thousand words, then demonstrators 

surely increase that exponentially. But you don’t have to 

go straight for a prototype that looks and works like your 

final product. Splitting the ‘looks-like’ and ‘works-like’ 

functionality into two different prototypes is a much easier 

and more practical approach. The ‘works-like’, which 

typically uses standard development platforms, is not only a 

quick way to show some basic functionality – it also allows 

design optimisation and testing. Creating a ‘looks-like’ 

model in parallel to this then allows investors to see how 

that functionality can be transferred into a real product.

RISK ASSESSMENT
This is a technique we often use to plan our developments 

and make sure we tackle things in the right order. It identifies 

all the technical risks and prioritises them accordingly – those 

that are high risk but relatively easy to solve should be done 

first, while low-risk and high-effort tasks should get pushed 

back later in the development when the larger funding rounds 

have been secured.  You can use this plan to show investors 

that, even though you can’t answer some of their questions, 

you have a plan to find the answers.

Bathtub to Warehouse is a free guide to help start-up 

companies get their products successfully to market.  

It’s available to download from  

www.cambridgeconsultants.com/b2w

Edward.Brunner@CambridgeConsultants.com

GETTING OUT OF THE BATh
How does a start-up company convince investors to part with their cash to turn a bathtub 
idea into a warehouse full of products? It helps if you can ‘de-risk’ the process – something 
we do when developing products and which maps really well onto start-up funding rounds.



IF DATA IS KINg 
THEN DATA FUSION  
IS THE KINg MAKER
Whether it’s location finding and tracking, monitoring and surveillance, 
or verification and authentication, you can rest assured that all of these 
problems have one thing in common – they rely on data for their solution. 
However, although data almost always exists, this does not mean you can 
use it effectively to produce an answer you trust.

Having seen several clients face exactly these scenarios, 

we have developed the Olio data fusion framework to 

process data from disparate sources and to display the 

outputs using an intuitive user interface. Olio is designed 

to handle large volumes of potentially low-quality data 

and to extract the useful information through statistical 

data fusion. The data sources are characterised by 

the statistical processing and combined in the most 

meaningful way. Candidate solutions are output along with 

an associated confidence level.

Problems relying on data for their solution are many and 

varied. However, there are a number of generic functions 

common to most data fusion applications, and it is 

these that we have developed and made readily available 

through Olio.

Some types of data – for example, video images – will 

have associated metadata (eg frame/coordinate of 

interest). The framework has been developed so that 

it can handle both types and link them when required. 

Imagine how much more powerful it is to show the 

position on a map whilst showing a video image of what is 

happening at that same location. 

The ability to see different types of data simultaneously is 

important, therefore we have developed the tool to be able 

to work with different types of data – eg real-time, historical 

and temporal, streaming data or batch data.

Frequently, the only data available as input to an 
application is of low quality. The framework is able to work 
with low-quality data, support the input of raw data that 
can be multidimensional and use multiple (orthogonal) 
data sources to improve the quality (belief in the data). For 
example, a tracking application may want to know where 
someone is now, where they have been over the past week, 
and what confidence we have in the locations.

The framework has the ability to push data to the 
end user as well as allowing data to be pulled via the 
application programme. This means the framework can 
anticipate what information is relevant to the user and 
present that information.

There are many activities that humans are not good at and 
this is where this framework can provide benefits. Spotting 
patterns in data is an important feature – it allows the 
comparison of identified patterns with normal behaviour 
patterns. Anomaly recognition and the identification of 
subtle inconsistencies in data patterns, particularly where 
these small anomalies are buried in reams of data, can 
be performed effectively by the framework and used to 
potentially raise alerts. 

So, the next time you have a problem and some data to 
solve it, ask yourself how confident you are that you can 
produce an answer that you trust.

liz.Orme@CambridgeConsultants.com



11 BuilDing sUCCEss in 
emerging economies
Leading the way in a changing world demands an innovative approach 
to new markets. Finding solutions that work often means leaving behind 
preconceived ideas and starting with a fresh look at how something will 
actually be used in an emerging market.

The diversity of everything from cultural norms and 
languages to systems of government and healthcare 
infrastructure throws up a range of challenges. And 
that’s before the sheer scale of the markets is taken into 
account. Over the past 10 years, the so-called BRIC 
economies of Brazil, Russia, India and China have 
undergone explosive growth – so it may not be possible 
to simply scale up existing models of sales and support.

The rapid growth of the BRIC economies has led to 
the emergence of a middle class with disposable 
income looking to improve their standard of living and 
able to spend more on, for example, healthcare. For 
large multinationals, a presence in these countries 
is nothing new. But, until now, it’s largely been 
manufacturing facilities attracted by low labour costs.

Now they are also looking to locate research and 
development (R&D) functions there. This form of 
globalisation is sometimes driven by a desire to 
reduce costs. But it can also allow the company to 
gain valuable insights into the local market and to 
exploit it through local-for-local development.

Companies can also expand into new geographical 
markets by buying local producers. Often this 
provides sales and service organisations in addition 
to the production capability. And, if the products are 
cheaper to produce, they may also prove popular in 
established Western markets.

Smaller companies wanting to gain a foothold in 
new markets are less likely to have the capital to 

invest in new R&D facilities or buy up local players. 
Instead, they tend to partner with local companies 
who can provide the necessary sales and distribution 
channels. Such an approach can be very successful 
but it is vital that the company is offering a product 
that meets the market’s needs.

Despite the radical changes in the BRIC economies, 
income and spending on healthcare per head are 
still much lower than in developed markets. This 
means prices – and costs – have to be kept low to be 
competitive. Too often this is achieved by taking an 
existing product made for the Western market and 
simply stripping it down – reducing both functionality 
and cost.

At Cambridge Consultants we believe it makes more 
sense to start from scratch and look at how a device 
will be used in the intended setting. It may be as 
simple as determining the characteristics of the 
potential users and understanding their expectations.

At the start of our projects we work with clients 
to capture all the requirements for the markets 
of interest. This is the first stage, for example, in 
our flexible medical development process, which 
streamlines development activities and ensures the 
timely generation of the documentation required 
for regulatory approvals. We believe this approach 
produces products that meet patient needs and can 
help our clients succeed in emerging markets.

Michael.Burcher@CambridgeConsultants.com



12a healthY leaD for 
BlUETOOTh low energY
have we seen a winner in the race between the various 
low-power short-range radio standards? perhaps we 
have – at least when it comes to health and wellness. 
It won’t mean massive changes overnight but the 
effects could eventually be significant.

Apple announced its latest iPhone last October, which 
incorporates a ‘new’ Bluetooth – version 4.0. The Bluetooth 
standardisation body followed with its own publicity, which 
confirms that an integral part of 4.0 is Bluetooth low energy 
(BLE), which competes with standards like ZigBee, ANT+, 
Z-Wave and other ultra-low-power wireless technologies. 
They’re all aiming to improve our lives by adding low-
cost communication to devices like inhalers or exercise 
machines – part of the so-called ‘Internet of Things’.

The iPhone is a flexible platform that can form the other 
half of a whole gamut of what are becoming known as 
hardware apps. And because BLE will be in every iPhone, 
these hardware apps – such as heart rate monitors and 
respirometers – will all use BLE. Nokia with Microsoft and 
Google with Motorola are following pretty fast with their 
own smartphone platforms, and these also include BLE. 

So, will other standards like ANT+ and ZigBee now be 
relegated to specialist niches? Unless they can gain 
influence in high places with one of the big smartphone 
players – or find another class of ubiquitous host device, 
like smart electricity meters – this may be so.

ZigBee will probably keep its edge in smart energy and 
metering, while ANT+ is strong in personal exercise devices 
and Z-Wave does well in home automation.

But in personal health and wellness, the big money is on BLE.

Tim.Whittaker@CambridgeConsultants.com

Hilti Solar got in touch when it wanted to develop a technology 
and innovation roadmap to add structure to its development. 
The company – known for its high-quality, professional-grade 
power tools and fixings – had been operating in the field of solar 
panel mounting structures for about six years. It had acquired 
American company Unirac and had the ambition to be a 
proactive industry leader. The acquisition integration was at an 
early stage and it needed a pragmatic planning approach.

We developed a workshop-driven approach, firstly to establish 
the priorities of senior managers by converting their needs into 
criteria by which new ideas would be evaluated. A creative 
concept generation session was held and the concepts were 
evaluated and scored jointly by project teams from Cambridge 
Consultants, Hilti and Unirac, injecting the right balance between 
competition of concept champions and collaborative evaluation.

A further workshop was held with the project teams and senior 
management, with the result being a technology development 
plan with agreed timescales and resourcing requirements –  
a solid roadmap.

This roadmap is now driving innovation within Hilti Solar. There is 
high-level and company-wide commitment due to early inclusion of 
senior management in the process. And the relationship between 
Hilti and Unirac has evolved into a close, collaborative bond. Above 
all, Hilti can be confident that, having examined the technology 
landscape and carefully chosen the projects to pursue, development 
is on the right track to result in a bright future for its solar business.

AJ.vanBochoven@CambridgeConsultants.com

HOW ROADMAppINg 
CAN DRIvE INNOvATION
Where are we now? Where do we want to go? how 
can we get there from here? For a business, strategic 
roadmapping can provide valuable answers.



Design for COsT 
from the start

“ we just neeD to get to 
market quicklY - we’ll sort 
out the cost issues later…”

This is an expression that is often heard during the development 
of a new product but one that it is wise to challenge. If the design 
does not consider costs from the start, it is very unlikely that it will 
ever come in under budget. Of course, there are times when getting 
to market quickly really is the primary objective. In which case, you 
must accept there will be compromises elsewhere – for example, 
bill of materials (BoM) cost, manufacturing optimisation/yield (and 
thus costs), feature set etc. Assuming you have some leeway in the 
launch schedule for cost optimisation, there are a number of points 
worth considering:
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FINALISE THE PRODUCT ARCHITECTURE AS LATE 
AS POSSIBLE
It can be tempting to finalise the product architecture and select 
the critical and/or high-cost components as soon as possible but, 
once these are ‘designed in’, you have weakened your negotiating 
position with these suppliers. If at all possible, take the time 
to evaluate all the possible technical solutions, and enter into 
pricing negotiations with the relevant suppliers before the design 
architecture has been finalised. This way, you will be able to 
optimise the trade-off between costs and technical performance 
– and secure competitive pricing at the same time. It will be time 
well spent as it could save a lot of reworking later.

However, to get the best out of this process, you may need 
to analyse a broad range of architectures and key component 
choices. So there will be a further trade-off in terms of the time 
and effort spent versus the impact on launch date and product 
cost. In addition to making supplier negotiations more difficult, 
premature design decisions can get ‘hard-wired’ into a product 
design, and can subsequently become an onerous constraint.

PLAN YOUR PRODUCT ROADMAP FROM THE START
The desire to implement the lowest cost solution may be in 
conflict with your product roadmap. In other words, do you carry 
the BoM costs of future enhancements from the outset (which will 
increase the cost of early products, although this may be partly 
countered by volume price-break benefits)? Or do you accept that 
design iteration (ie further development costs and time) will be 
required to provide the future functionality?

It is important the BoM cost versus design headroom decision is 
made in an informed way. Premature design decisions that create 
unforeseen functional constraints tend to result in the worst of 
both worlds – a poorly optimised product cost at launch and a 
design platform that will need to be updated because it does not 
support the product roadmap.

BE REALISTIC ABOUT ANNUAL AND LIFETIME 
VOLUMES
You should consider and negotiate pricing volume breaks and year-
on-year price reductions during the architecture definition stage. 
However, you must be realistic about the likely annual/lifetime 
volumes – don’t compromise on low volume pricing in order to get 
a volume price break that you will never achieve. Furthermore, 
your suppliers will have some insight into typical volumes for a 
broad range of product types – they will not take you seriously 
(and you will not get competitive pricing) if your forecasts 
contradict their view of the world. If you truly believe you can sell 
in high volume where others have apparently failed (or where no 
similar product has gone before), you may need to work very hard 
to get suppliers to ‘buy into’ your business case. 

REVIEW THE BOM WITH TWO KEY OBjECTIVES:  
TO RATIONALISE AND COMMODITISE
Rationalising the BoM to reduce the number of unique parts will 
improve your buying power (in terms of volume price breaks). More 
importantly, a lower unique part count simplifies the manufacturing 

processes all the way from inventory management through to in-
circuit testing. Thorough BoM rationalisation is especially important 
as the hardware design team grows, as individual engineers tend to 
have their own mental list of their preferred parts and/or vendors.

It is also important to adopt a pragmatic approach – components that 
are not identical in specification can still often be interchangeable in 
your application. The BoM rationalisation exercise should include all 
mechanical fixings, passive components, discrete semiconductors, 
analogue functional devices and small-scale integrated digital parts. 
Ideally, you should consider rationalisation across your entire product 
range, in which case the scope should be increased to include all 
components, such as memory devices, microcontrollers etc.

Once the product BoMs have been rationalised, you should set 
about rationalising your supplier base. You will always want to 
maintain second sources wherever possible – to protect your entire 
product range from failure, should a key supplier go out of business. 
Nevertheless, consolidating your supply chain with the minimum 
number of suppliers may give you access to higher volume pricing 
breaks, and should strengthen your negotiating position.

In addition to component and supplier rationalisation, commoditising 
the BoM – such that you have minimised the number of special-
purpose or single-sourced parts – will help to reduce your exposure to 
supply chain issues and obsolescence. This will, by default, give you 
multiple supplier options, and thus scope for lower pricing.

Again, pragmatism is required here: highly miniaturised products will 
generally require you to use highly integrated devices, often to the 
point of a system on a chip. However, if you don’t need high levels 
of integration, you should consider alternative design embodiments 
that can be realised using commoditised, multi-source parts instead. 
Somewhat counterintuitively, a low part count – specifically the use 
of highly integrated devices – can lock you into single supply sources, 
and thus may not always be the best solution in the long run. Clearly, 
increasing the part count of the product is in conflict with the BoM 
rationalisation described above. However, whilst there is a small cost 
penalty to pay – in terms of managing, mounting and testing the 
additional parts – the overall costs can still be lower.

CHOOSE YOUR MANUFACTURING PARTNER, AND 
THEIR GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION, CAREFULLY
Asia is not a panacea for product manufacturing cost issues and 
can carry some onerous – and initially hidden – costs. When 
choosing a manufacturing partner and geographical location, you 
should consider many factors, including the technical complexity 
of the product design and manufacturing, quality requirements, 
estimated annual volumes, likely BoM costs, and transportation 
costs of raw materials and finished goods.

Generally speaking, manufacturing in Asia (or other low-cost 
economic zones) will only make sense for a relatively simple, low-
cost product that uses conventional components, materials and 
manufacturing processes. If your product strongly contradicts any 
of these criteria, it may be more cost-effective to look elsewhere.

Martin.Murphy@CambridgeConsultants.com 
Derek.Wallis@CambridgeConsultants.com



The oil industry is facing a double whammy of increased 
regulation and greater public awareness of its activities. An oil 
slick can cause environmental, financial and political damage. 
Yet the technology to detect leaks is still in its infancy, with 
systems either failing to respond or triggering so often that 
operators disable them. This means a leak will not be detected 
until a visible slick has formed and much of the damage is 
already done.

Crude oil is naturally fluorescent. When ultraviolet light is 
shone on it, it emits light in the visible spectrum which 
appears blue-white. This fluorescence is mostly due to the 
hydrocarbons present in the lighter crudes. The light given off 
from a thin film of oil is visually striking – and can be used as 
the basis of a detection system. 

Fluorescence has been exploited in attempts to detect oil 
slicks remotely from aircraft using lasers. But the lasers 
involved are expensive and difficult to operate, which makes 
them unsuitable for the demanding marine environment.

Fortunately, thanks to modern technology, there are compact, 
high-power light sources which can be used to provide a low-
cost system with a useful detection range and sensitivity. And 
modern optical detectors and signal processing techniques 
can boost the sensitivity still further.

Cambridge Consultants has developed a number of medical 
systems using fluorescence – so we’re in a natural position to 
develop this technology for other industries, and our optical design 
experience also allows us to optimise these types of system.

A system which can detect a thin layer of oil floating on water 
can immediately be deployed as a ‘smoke alarm’ underneath 
a production platform. The low cost of such technology means 
systems could be fitted to navigation buoys around the coast which 
‘phone in’ a warning that spilled oil is coming ashore. A similar 
system could also be used subsea to monitor specific areas or even 
pinpoint leaks which have already been detected from the surface.

Of course, there are challenges to overcome – not least the 
difficulties of working in the harsh marine environment. Clever 
optical design increases the standoff distance, which reduces 
the detector’s exposure to the environment. And special 
hydrophobic glasses are available which will help prevent 
fouling of the lens and reduce maintenance costs. To date, we 
have developed a technology platform to show how the principal 
physics works and to estimate the factors limiting the sensitivity 
of a complete system. We are now beginning discussions with 
manufacturers and users to fine-tune our technology to their 
requirements and develop our ideas further.

simon.Jordan@CambridgeConsultants.com

DETECTINg OIl  
ON TROUBlED WATERs
The devastating impact of oil spills was illustrated by the gulf of Mexico disaster. luckily, such 
dramatic events are rare, but even small leaks from subsea systems can cause environmental 
damage. however, the push to explore for hydrocarbons in unspoilt areas like greenland makes 
it increasingly vital to safeguard against accidental discharge.
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WhITE spACE TO ThE REsCUE?
White space technology could prove the key to the fast lane 
of the information superhighway for the emergency services.

Mobile communication was originally pioneered to meet 
their needs – but their demands for exceptional coverage 
with high security, availability and performance sets them 
apart from other mobile users.

However, their ‘blue lights’ don’t work in cyberspace. 
Because there are relatively few emergency users, they 
have limited access to spectrum – the critical asset for 
mobile communications. 

So although the emergency services have dedicated secure 
voice and data communications available everywhere, the 
data aspect is slow and there is a growing need for new 
services, including broadband.

Good coverage for emergency services is essential – 
criminals can exploit blackspots. Economical coverage 
requires longer range, to which lower frequencies are best 
suited. And wideband spectrum is needed to deliver high 
peak data rates. The dilemma is that lower frequencies 
typically have smaller spectrum allocations.

That’s where white space – the spectrum gaps between TV 
transmissions – comes in. The spectrum is below 800 MHz, 
which is good for longer range, and the TV channels are 
8 MHz wide – so good for broadband applications.

White space is not yet available for use but regulators are 
working on plans to make it accessible. The idea is that it will 
be accessed via a database. A user’s equipment will request 
what spectrum is available, based on where and what it is. 

And the emergency services will be able to use the database 
to get access to spectrum for broadband and other uses. 
Perhaps white space is the route to having blue lights on 
professional radios.

Tim.Fowler@CambridgeConsultants.com
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you have to speculate to accumulate, so the saying goes. And that 
can even be true in an economic downturn – a time when many 
companies focus on effi ciencies and cost cutting. This traditional 
approach tends to provide short-term fi xes but prevents organisations 
repositioning themselves for the inevitable upturn. It leaves them 
ill-prepared to take advantage of the new markets that are a natural 
consequence of the economy moving into a higher gear.

A classic example of this is the newspaper industry during the 1980s recession. 
Almost without exception, companies focused on improvements to the profi tability 
of their core operations in traditional media activities. Very few looked at 
diversifi cation strategies. The organisations all believed they were leaner and fi tter 
to respond to the eventual upturn and take market share from each other. History 
tells us a different story.  

Over the next two decades, the inexorable rise of internet-based services caught 
out many newspaper companies. They were slow to respond to the technological 
changes – resulting in stock price decline. The Washington Post Company, 
however, diversifi ed and acquired an educational/tutoring service called Kaplan in 
1984. By adding to the portfolio of services this acquisition offered, Kaplan-based 
services accounted for more than half of the group’s turnover and the stock price 
doubled over the next 20 years.

gROWINg Up 
in a DOWNTURN



Of course, this example is from a relatively low-technology sector, where the response to new 
technology adoption was slow. It sounds as if the newspaper acquisition was insightful. But 
the reality is that there is always a level of serendipity which may evolve from strategic intent. 
Essentially, most organisations take bets on things that will happen. They will use visioning 
processes and innovation techniques to come up with a direction for the future. They will 
then challenge these theories by in-depth market modelling and customer insight – but can 
still miss the fact that such strategies may not be grounded in reality. Although an acquisition 
can help them become leaders in their markets, many companies underestimate the energy 
required to exploit perceived synergies and make it fi t within their infrastructure.

Internet security provider VeriSign, for example, created a surprise deal in 2000 with its 
acquisition of Network Solutions – the world’s leading provider of internet domain name 
registrations – for $21 billion. At the time, much noise was made about the synergies of the 
two businesses, with the ambition of taking ‘e-commerce to the next level’. Unfortunately, 
this dream never became a reality and Network Solutions was divested to a private investment 
company in 2003 for about $100 million. Two key issues affected the acquisition success. 
The fi rst was the challenge of competing in several markets against focused businesses 
offering value-added internet services. The second issue was loss of strategic focus internally, 
preventing the company performing well in either of the businesses. VeriSign announced the 
divestment with commentary that it was sticking to what it does best.

For market-leading companies, the challenge is about how to maintain market-leading 
positions. This is where companies need to speculate on future markets, with strategic 
changes aimed at potentially high-growth markets and improved infrastructure. Companies 
competing in highly regulated markets, such as healthcare, have to be sure any acquisition 
has good market potential, as well as a winning product position that circumvents the rigours 
of reimbursement, regulation and healthcare reforms. A prime example of this is Medtronic.

Medtronic – the world’s largest producer of heart-rhythm devices – is looking for acquisitions 
and has about $2 billion a year to spend on these activities. It has made 15 acquisitions, two 
stakes and three divestments since the beginning of the current recession. The acquisitions 
range from companies involved in neurostimulation, sleep apnoea and glucose monitoring to 
manufacturers of heart valves, catheters, biologic products and medical tools.

Evaluation of these acquisitions provides evidence of an appetite for portfolio expansion, 
hedging bets as to where growth will come from. Clearly, with ageing populations in mind, 
the plethora of acquisitions made covering cardiovascular, sleep disorders, diabetes, surgical 
and novel neuro/muscular stimulation suggests such technologies will be the focus of interest 
by the end of the decade. The Minneapolis-based company will only consider purchases that 
trigger little or no reduction in earnings per share – any acquisition eroding profi t would be 
accompanied by cost cutting to reduce the damage. 

It is the disciplined approach to acquisition that can mitigate against failure. We have helped 
a number of companies apply such rigour to their proposed investments by undertaking 
proprietary programmes aimed at evaluating the fi t of acquisition targets – whether products 
or companies – against the attractiveness of specifi c markets. Moreover, we link this with 
providing strategic insight on the synergies involved with any acquisitive move and the market 
potential of such acquisitions over the short, medium and long term. Risk can never be fully 
circumvented within mergers and acquisitions activities but knowing what those risks are 
likely to be, and what signifi cance they are anticipated to have, can allow companies to plan 
ahead and formulate action plans to reduce any impact. Ultimately, a clear vision and sound 
strategic insight can enable companies to maximise their future chances, particularly in 
uncertain market climes.

Tim.Clay@CambridgeConsultants.com
Beverly.Walker@CambridgeConsultants.com



One focus is on the world’s largest and highest performing 
telescope – the €1.5 billion Square Kilometre Array (SKA). 
It will be 50 times more sensitive and survey the sky 10,000 
times faster than today’s best telescopes. 

The SKA is designed to test a wide range of scientifi c theories 
– from the extreme limits of general relativity to the dawn of 
the universe. It may even provide the answer to the age-old 
question of whether we’re alone in the universe – it will be the 
fi rst telescope which is sensitive enough to detect ‘terrestrial’ 
radio signals from other solar systems.

The performance of the SKA comes from its huge size – with 
2,500 dishes operating at frequencies above 1 GHz and 
40 million receivers in the aperture array operating below 
1.5 GHz. Behind these receivers will be computing on a 
massive scale to process the data and extract ‘images’ of 
the cosmos. The processing, network and storage capacity 
required is at the supercomputer level and beyond. 

The telescope must be located where there is very low radio 
interference. So the growing uptake of mobile phones, 
television and other wireless services means the choice is 
limited. Australia and South Africa have suitable sites and are 
‘bidding’ to host the SKA, with a decision imminent. 

The project presents multiple engineering challenges. The 
antennas and associated equipment must be low cost, low 
power, reliable and last a long time. There are also huge 

logistics and deployment complications as the site will have 
little infrastructure. Road, power and data communications 
must be provided and the equipment must be brought in, 
assembled and commissioned with limited resources.

To address these challenges, a radically different approach 
to telescope design is needed. Material selection, 
manufacturing processes, assembly methods and component 
choice must all be cost-effective but also produce a high-
performance and durable instrument – the SKA must operate 
for many decades in a challenging physical environment with 
minimal maintenance.

The SKA programme team is now working with organisations 
that have the necessary experience of design for 
manufacturing, combined with the ability to understand the 
requirements and work closely with the SKA scientists and 
engineers. This early partnership is essential because the 
system design must take into account manufacturing cost to 
ensure the project is feasible. 

The partnership is working and building international 
confi dence – and this year the programme steps up a gear. 
Funding has been agreed for the pre-construction phase, 
which is set to deliver several large-scale verifi cation systems 
and a complete manufacturing package in 2016 – followed by 
an operational telescope in 2020.

Richard.Williams@CambridgeConsultants.com

an ASTRONOMICAL
manufacturing ChAllENgE
ThE sKy’s ThE lIMIT – but not for radio astronomers. The decline of manned 
space fl ight means science communities and their funding bodies are turning 
instead to astronomy to help provide the answer to the universe.
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yOU NEED 
hANDs

The first robotic device to assist surgeons in the operating 

room was Computer Motion’s ZEUS, which received clearance 

from the US Food and Drug Administration in 1994. ZEUS 

had three robotic arms, which were controlled remotely by the 

surgeon. Two of them acted like extensions of the surgeon’s 

arms – following the surgeon’s movements whilst allowing 

for more precise executions by scaling down movements and 

eliminating tremors resulting from fatigue.

The third arm was a voice-activated endoscope named AESOP 

(automated endoscopic system for optimal positioning). 

AESOP’s function was to manipulate a video camera inside the 

patient according to voice controls provided by the surgeon. 

AESOP eliminated the need for a member of the surgical team 

to hold the endoscope and allowed the surgeon to directly 

and precisely control their operative field of view, providing a 

steady picture during minimally invasive surgery. 

In 2000, Computer Motion sued its competitor Intuitive 

Surgical for infringement of several patents on the former’s 

robotic technology. Intuitive and IBM retaliated by filing a 

patent infringement suit against Computer Motion in reference 

to the voice-controlled technology patented by IBM and 

licensed by Intuitive Surgical. Following these patent legal 

disputes between Computer Motion and Intuitive Surgical, 

the two companies merged in 2003 and Computer Motion’s 

products were discontinued in favour of Intuitive’s daVinci 

robotic system. 

NASA-funded research determined that voice-controlled 
commands are preferred in the operating room – rather than 
alternatives such as eye tracking and head tracking. However, 
patents on voice-controlled robotic devices forced competitors 
to develop other ways for a surgeon to control endoscopic 
equipment. For example, with the FreeHand device and 
the previous Prosurgics EndoAssist, the surgeon has hands-
free control of the endoscope position through a headband 
attached to a surgical cap, and an activation pedal. 

Now that the original IBM patents are reaching the end of 
their life, will we see a surge of voice-controlled devices in the 
operating room? EndoControl already has one – the ViKY EP 
system is a motorised endoscope positioner for keyhole and 
thoracic surgery. The system holds and moves the endoscope 
under direct surgeon control in one of two modes – voice 
activated or with a foot control. 

If voice is the best means of interacting with surgical 
equipment, when will we see virtual assistants in operating 
rooms that can interpret higher-level instructions than a simple 
‘up’ or ‘down’ command? With medical devices adopting 
technologies developed for the consumer market, we can expect 
to see the medical industry develop interfaces similar to Siri on 
iPhone 4S. This would allow surgeons to control equipment in 
a less prescriptive way by talking in free speech and also allow 
the equipment to talk back, providing warnings and information 
relative to the patient and the procedure status.

paula.gomes@CambridgeConsultants.com
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Ever had the feeling you could do with another pair of hands? spare a thought for surgeons, 
who often need the help of assistants to manipulate a variety of surgical instruments. In 
keyhole surgery, for example, surgeons need to manoeuvre endoscopic cameras to control their 
field of view, as well as manipulating surgical instruments to work on the patient. Reflecting 
this need for more than one pair of hands, surgical robots have three, or even four, arms.
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